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Introduction
Our 2011-12 objectives have been formed using an interim report card identifying
progress on our current business plan along with the core strategic themes contained in
our new 5-year strategic plan:
Excellence in student learning
Superior services and facilities
Leading in sustainability
Growing with positive results
Building community success
Developing the Fleming working environment
We will work towards successful accomplishment of these strategies using innovation,
continuous improvement and by executing our mission and abiding by our four values:
1. The student learning experience is our first priority
2. We value people and community
3. Fleming is committed to a sustainable future
4. We are inspired by Sir Sandford Fleming to innovate with vision and implement
with excellence
We will also infuse our Core Promise to Students into our work because it represents
why students and employees should choose Fleming.
Building on the achievements of last year’s business plan, the year’s plan marks
another step in our journey to successfully achieving our new strategic plan. Continuing
to prioritize our efforts over the next five years will be important. We have identified the
critical strategies that will receive attention, reflected in the objectives contained in this
plan. Other strategies require some foundational work before they can proceed to
implementation stage and be captured in our Business Plan. This plan sets out a
limited number of college priorities. The specific College priorities for this upcoming year
can be found following our assumptions and connect directly to the general priorities
introduced earlier this year.
The priorities and objectives have been carefully chosen and we believe that their
accomplishment will be a critical next step in successfully achieving our new five-year
strategic plan.
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Vision, Mission & Core Promise From Strategic Plan

Vision
Students succeeding through personalized learning. Innovation and achievement
powered by people.

Mission
Fleming champions personal and career success through applied learning. We
contribute to community success and sustainability through programs, service and
applied research.

Core Promise to Students
At Fleming College, you become part of a learning community. We engage you in
personalized learning and provide personalized support. Set in welcoming communities,
our smaller campuses provide a friendly environment where people know your name.
Close relationships, high expectations and a hands-on, minds-on learning experience
help you develop the knowledge and skills, attitudes and values that lead to success at
work and in life.
From here, you can go anywhere as you begin or change your career. Or, through welldeveloped educational pathways, you can pursue further educational opportunities.
You will experience first-hand our commitment to innovation in programs and practices
and to building sustainable, healthy futures for our people, communities and
environment.
For all of these reasons, 99% of Fleming Students agree they made the right choice
coming to Fleming College.
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Assumptions
1. While 2007 to 2011 have been good financial years for colleges, 2011 to 2015
will be more challenging. Some colleges will thrive because of winning
circumstances and strategies; others won’t.
2. We are in a period of financial constraint in Ontario as elsewhere. In addition,
pressure will increase concerning funding levels and efficiency in the public
sector generally. Our assumption of funding for growth but not for inflation
remains valid.
3. There are four fundamental ways to address financial challenges: increase
revenues; grow; achieve efficiencies and redesign through innovation. They
must all be focuses in the next three years.
4. A balanced budget is an imperative in 2011/2012; we cannot afford to approach
subsequent years with an unresolved deficit.
5. As noted in two (2) above, growth will remain a priority and a key means for
addressing challenges and ensuring our vitality and success. We achieved
exceptional growth in the last four years, beyond what many thought possible.
The next four will be harder but the objective is achievable.
6. Investment in our future cannot be “at the expense” of employees. Rather our
investment in a strong working environment and in the capabilities and
engagement of our employees is ultimately an investment in the quality of our
programs and services.
7. The College has been successful in securing $29.3 million in provincial funding to
build the Kawartha Skilled Trades Institute and will begin the necessary
preparatory work.
8. In order to meet financial challenges and invest more in key aspects of students’
education, we have to streamline and redesign our processes. This requires
creative thinking and the discipline associated with a Lean or continuous
improvement philosophy.
9. Educational expectations are now a “moving target”. New technologies, new
access to knowledge and skills, increased mobility, competition and choice – all
of these now mean that staying in the same place in many respects means
moving backwards.
10. Support for students and the college through bursaries, in-kind donations and
other gifts will become increasingly important and must become part of financial
and investment planning.
11. Applied research is gaining significant attention both federally and provincially.
Fleming has already established credibility and profile; we can and should
capitalize on that.
12. Although Fleming and other colleges will seek adjustments to funding allocations
to recognize the circumstances of mid-sized colleges, we cannot count on
receiving them.
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Business Plan Priorities for 2011 – 2012
Priorities for 2011/2012 were identified generally under each of the strategic themes.
Some of those priorities encompassed key projects and some core business.
Having now completed the business plan for this year, we have been able to further
refine the priorities for the upcoming year based on the objectives contained in this
business plan.
Below are the priorities:
Academic
1. Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of all applied learning experiences.
2. Expand and enhance the flexible delivery dimensions of teaching and learning.
Organizational
3. Implement aggressive improvement targets, including an overall 5%
improvement in student satisfaction with academic, services and facilities in 2011
– 2012.
4. Redesign selected academic and service processes to achieve enhanced quality,
growth, student and employee satisfaction and overall efficiencies.
5. Create and implement solutions that address communication and leadership
gaps identified through the engagement survey.
Infrastructure
6. Fully complete the Food Services project.
7. Ensure Kawartha Skilled Trades Institute readiness in terms of an infrastructure
project plan and relevant resources.
Growth
8. Achieve the 2011 – 2012 enrolment plan target of 1% and further grow by 1% as
a result of achieving the international targets.
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Key Business Plan Objectives 2011 – 2012

1.0

Achieving Excellence in Student Learning

Strategy 1.1
Ensure that Fleming’s applied learning experience stands out, so that graduates are
ready to make a difference in the workplace.
Objective
Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of all applied learning experiences. Success
will be measured by adoption of our applied learning guidelines and standards
framework across all programs that will lead to improved student satisfaction Key
Performance Indicators (KPI).
Strategy 1.2
Design and deliver programs to emphasize high expectations, student engagement and
high quality student/faculty interaction with results reflected in retention and Key
Performance Indicators, particularly Student Satisfaction and Graduation Rates.
Objectives
Update our student success and retention strategy in conjunction with the development
and implementation of targeted KPI improvement initiatives. Success will be measured
by the adoption and implementation of the updated strategy and improved levels of
student satisfaction and success.
Enhance/expand the flexible delivery dimensions of teaching and learning.
Measurement will be the successful implementation of selected innovation projects and
expanding the adoption of e-learning technologies and applications.
Strategy 1.4
Design all aspects of the student experience, within and beyond the classroom, to
deliver learning that is consistent with the College’s values and Core Promise to
Students.
Objective
Redesign and implement a new Student Advising Program in collaboration with the
academic area that supports student success through early identification of risk and
timely, appropriate response. Target date for implementation is January, 2012.
Success will be measured by implementation and the early identification of students at
risk who will be referred to appropriate services.
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Providing Superior Services & Facilities

Strategy 2.1
Provide superior service to students through plans and consequent improvements that
increase student satisfaction. Our overall ratings and at least twelve (i.e. two-thirds) of
our KPI-based specific service/facilities ratings will be in the top quartile in the province.
Objectives:
Within a short 6-month timeframe, fully complete the Food Services project, designed to
enhance the student experience on campus. Success will be measured by completing
the project on time and on budget.
Complete all renovations and space adjustments to support new programs. Success
will be measured by on-time and on-budget completion, as well as ensuring that
changes support program requirements.
Ensure the Kawartha Skilled Trades Institute (KSTI) readiness in terms of an
infrastructure project plan and relevant resources so that ramp-up to begin execution
can be made effectively and efficiently. Completion of the plan and the ability to get
under way quickly and effectively will be the measure of success.
Become more responsive to student need/preference for services and student life
opportunities by engaging students in social media communication. Measured by both
an increase in social media use and the coordination/integration of information gained
into the delivery of services (e.g. respond to needs/preferences of international
students).
Identify, purchase and implement comprehensive Career Services management
software. This objective was delayed in previous plan. Now planned for purchase and
implementation by Fall, 2011.
Complete a comprehensive review of Information Technology services as part of the
KPI Improvement Plan and, based on direct student feedback, focus on the services
students depend on to ensure their success. Complete plans to upgrade the basic
platform to Windows 7.0 by Fall, 2012. KPI results will increase by 5% in 2011-12.
Carried over from the last Business Plan, the point of service response card to evaluate
programs in Health Services 2010-11 will now be implemented in Fall, 2011. Success
will be measured by implementation and the effective use of student feedback.
With the core promise as the foundation, enhance delivery of Registrar’s Office services
with a focus on the quality of face-to-face interactions, add/drop/swap self-service, and
front counter service. Success will be measured by the effective implementation of the
redesigned/enhanced services, student feedback from internal student surveys and
improved KPI student satisfaction ratings.
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Strategy 2.2
Ensure that both employees and students see our Fleming IT resources and support as
clear assets for their work and learning.
Objective:
Based on the comprehensive review of services and the core promise focus only on
those services that add value and that can be provided with excellence based on limited
resources to students and employees. Success will be measured by improved KPIs.
80% of staff will rate Information Technology services as Excellent or Very Good on
formal feedback surveys.
Strategy 2.3
Complete Campus Master Planning at our major campuses; prioritize and implement
key improvements to the physical environment at all campuses.
Objective:
Secure funds to support college capital equipment priorities as identified by Executive
Leadership Team and to support emerging infrastructure projects (i.e. KSTI, Pharmacy
Technician lab). Successful achievement of the targets for both capital and
infrastructure will be the measure of success.
Strategy 2.4
Provide training and services to employees to enable achievement of the Core Promise
to Students.
Objective:
Design and implement institutional research activities with key areas of focus on
research and reporting to enhance strategic enrolment management, meet Ministry
reporting requirements and to address other research and evaluation needs that arise in
both the academic and service areas. Success will be measured by the effective
implementation of the various research initiatives and feedback from the college
community.

3.0

Leading in Sustainability

Strategy 3.3
Infuse sustainability across the curriculum and across the student experience so that
graduates understand and address sustainability issues.
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Objective:
Incorporate the sustainability theme across the entirety of our curriculum. This will be
measured by updated course outlines reflecting the sustainability theme across all
relevant courses and attainment of a Silver STARS rating.

4.0

Growing with Positive Results

Strategy 4.1
Develop and implement campus-based growth plans to realize an overall annual college
growth target of 3%. The College will attract students from growing markets including
non-direct and underserved groups. The plan will protect market share in our region and
identify targeted international opportunities.
Objectives:
Successfully implement the 2011-2012 Enrolment Plan and develop the Official
Enrolment Plan for 2012/13. Success will be measured by fulfillment of the 2011/12
Enrolment Plan and approval of the 2012/13 Plan. In addition to the 1% targeted
growth of domestic students in the 2011/12 plan, a further 1% growth is targeted to
occur as a result of achievement of international growth targets.
Design and implement marketing strategies to further penetrate high-potential growth
markets such as the Greater Toronto Area and non-direct student segments.
Implement an aggressive plan for new program development. Success will be
measured through the approval and funding of sufficient new programming to account
for at least 5% of intake enrolment in 2011/2012 and in the 2012/2013 intake enrolment
projection.
Revise our International student marketing, recruiting and student support efforts
significantly to increase our student intake in Fall, 2011 to 35 new students and 40 new
international students in January, 2012.
Strategy 4.2
With the Core Promise as its foundation, implement an integrated growth plan that
addresses the entire enrolment cycle, from marketing and admissions to retention and
support.
Objective:
Leverage social media tools and new technologies to enhance the student experience
from initial interest in attending Fleming through to graduation. Predetermined
objectives for individual promotions will be the measures of success.
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Redesign the college website to increase traffic and improve the user experience. Use
of social media tools will be incorporated into all promotions and mobile marketing tools
will be tested for effectiveness in our markets. Success will be measured by completion
of the website project by September, 2011.
Complete the transition of International admissions service to the Registrar’s Office
including fully implementing redesigned admissions processes for all international
students resulting in effective, streamlined service that delivers on our core promise.
Success will be measured by completion of the transition, achievement of international
targets and student feedback from internal surveys.

5.0

Building Community Success

Strategy 5.5
Enhance programs and services to Aboriginal students to improve access, participation
and success of Aboriginal learners.
Objective:
Incorporate provincial recommendations regarding the self identification by Aboriginal
Students into our current tracking system. This would enable more inclusive outcome
measures (academic and satisfaction) to drive improvements to Aboriginal services.

6.0

Developing the Fleming Working Environment

Strategy 6.1
Through a College priority on continuous learning and professional development,
enhance skills, professional capabilities and personal growth.
Objective:
Implement year one of an integrated, four-year professional development framework
focused on enhancing teaching and learning, service learning, leadership learning and
regulated learning. Implementation and completion of year one of the plan and
thorough evaluation of the individual PD components will be the measures of success.
Strategies 6.2 & 6.3
Emphasize leaders’ responsibilities and objectives to focus in a balanced way on both
people and results.
Foster teamwork and strong relationships through a focus on effective communication,
conflict resolution, critique, collaborative decision-making and accountability.
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Objectives:
Create and implement solutions that address the communication and leadership gaps
as identified through our engagement survey. Success will be measured qualitatively
through focus group sessions and leadership check-ins as well as quantitatively through
administrative performance reviews and completion of the business plan objectives.
Enhance employee communications through work on an enhanced “news” tool in
addition to the launch of the new Campus EAI portal. Traffic levels will be measured
and feedback comments will be collected through the site.
Strategy 6.4
Continue to develop a welcoming working environment that supports inclusiveness,
innovation and sustainability. This environment will be reflected in a high level of
employee engagement.
Objective:
Ensure that our annual employee campaign incorporates events that both raise
awareness about fundraising efforts and provide social engagement opportunities.
Success will be measured by achieving the fundraising goal.
Strategy 6.5
Regularly seek feedback and evaluate the college’s progress in relation to our Core
Promise values and strategic priorities.
Objective:
Redesign selected academic and service processes starting with the academic
workload process. Success will be measured by the identification of efficiencies through
a measurement process articulated by the design group. Results will identify significant
efficiencies and continuous improvements to the workload process.
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Conclusion
This year we will focus on achieving those objectives which will move us towards our
long-term vision for the college.
A competitive environment, financial constraints and resource limitations require
innovation, efficiencies, continuous improvement and the engagement of both students
and employees.
Our work this year will be pivotal in bringing us closer to delivering personalized, quality
learning to students and achieving the vision identified through our strategic plan.
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Appendix A
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